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March 2, 1978

SCHS Honors Burger at Annual Court Visit
On Monday, forty-seven
students and four professors
traveled to the U ·ted States
.
ru
Supreme Court. The trip was the
second annual journey to the
SCot
d
upreme
ur an was sponsored b y th
e aM
r shall -Wy th e
Ch ap ter 0 f the S upreme Co urt
Hi t . 1 S .
s onca oclety.
This t·
np, h owever, was different th an th e Chapter ' s f·ITSt
trip last Spring. This year Chief
Justice Warren E . Burger spoke
Mr s h a 11 - Wy th e conto th e a
tinge nt f or near1y 40 mmu
. t
es.
The Chief Justice answered

questions on subjects ranging
from judicial administration to

l~os~~~!~n·students

at the
Court thought Chief Justice
Burger was relaxed and candid.
Jeff &hreiber, President of the
Marsha)l-Wythe Chapter, said
that he felt the Chief Justice was
interested in our law school and
its continued growth as a top
ranked national school. Many
times during the " off the
record" question and answer
session the Chief Justice

referred to Professors William
F. Swm·eller and Delmar Karlen
on a first name basis. The Chief
Justice also had kind words for
illi
S
Dean W· ·am B. pong, Jr. He
emphasl·ze· d that Spong ' s
,
Iea dershi"
d
'strong
p and aministrative expertise were a
defiru·te asset for our law school.
Mter the 40 mm·ute sessl·on
with the Chief Justice in the
West Wing Conference Room,
"~hrel·ber presented the newly
..x;
created John Marshall Award
for Excellence in American

Legal History to Chief Justice
Burger. The John Marshall
Award is presented annually by
the Marshall-Wythe Student
Chapter of the SCHS to individuals
who
make
a
"signifi··cant contribution in the
field of American Legal
History." The Chief Justice
graciously accepted the award
and expressed his appreciation
that the award would also be
presented to individuals who do
not have law degrees. Chief
Justice Burger added that he

was aware of our chapter's
activities at the Marshall-Wythe
"~h 1 f La
..x; 00 0
w.
Four other John Marshall
Awards were presented at the
d h
Court an t e recipients were :
Pr0 fessor Will·lam.
F Swm
. ell E:r
(John Marshall Professor of
Law and the Chapter's faculty
) EI lza
· b et h H ug h es
a d·
VIsor,
Gossett ( P resi d ent of the
National
Supreme
Court
Historical SOCiety), William H.
Press (E xecu t·lve D·lrect or 0 f th e
Na t·10na 1 S upreme
·
Cour t
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much better perspective on the world around you and it
Exeter Diory ;
provides a heck of a good subject for daydreams.
July 22 (Tintagel) ... I got up early and had a huge breakfast. Went to the bus garage and got straight on the
departure time. (You only get once chance per day to get
out of town, and I didn't want to miss it!) There was
another couple waiting for it and later another girl
(Editor's note: Here, in the last installment of his Exeter diary,
traveling by herself showed up. There we were, four
author c. Wayne Taylor reflects on his experiences, botb mundane
slightly worn Americans huddling in the fog-on the edge of
and royal, in Great Britain. The Amicus welcomes comments from
civilization.
the law school community o~ the Exeter program.)
We did a lot of talking and waiting. My feet got restless, so
Since this is the last episode, I have taken the liberty to I went down the road and took a picture of an old stone
begin with a comment on the Exeter experience. In a favorite building that had be~n used as a post office since the 15th
book of mine, the author tells of an encounter with a Chinese century. The bus finally came, and we shelled out our pounds.
student studying at an American university. When asked
The fog was too thick to see anything, so we did a lot of
what had impressed him as being the most notable charac- talking. We made it all the way from one coast to the other
teristic of the American people, he replied," "Why, the queer before we knew it and found ourselves suddenly twisting
slant of y our eyes. Your eyes are offslant." My first trip
through the stre ts of Plymouth. The eirl and r went to the
abroaa lett me WItn mucn tne same attitude towards Europe. Civic Center "to get a gUide to the city. They gave us a ton of
The customs and styles seemed "off," and sometimes literature. While we were there we rode to the top of the
ridiculous.
building to get the genera] layout of the town. It was still a
My Exeter excursion , however left me with a much little foggy , so we persuaded the attendant to let us through
different impression . Many of the English habits began to for half-price.
seem preferable, many of their methods made American
We took ourselves on a self-guided walking tour. The
ingenuity lose its brilliance, and their attitudes often seemed highlight was to see the very steps that the pilgrims used to
to be more sustaining . My change in attitude came partly board the ships bound for America. The sight of the American
from being planted in one place for more than one night- as flag and all the plaques from so many different places caused
had been the pace of my prior trip. It also came from a some very deep emotions.
change in my mind- from shut to open.
Close by is a grand mixture of antique shops , food stands,
Travel has a great talent for hitting you right between the and old book shops. I couldn't resist rooting through one more
eyes with the realization that the world does not revolve shop of rare books. Then we happened to end up at the
around your plot of ground, It dramatically tells you that your Plymouth Gin Distillery. The aroma and the sign "free tours "
opinions, your desires, and your existence are not crucial to drew us in. It's a fascinating place. They still (no pun inthe world. But at the same time it makes you realize the tended) use the same equipment the monks used hundreds of
uniqueness of each continent, country, county, town, and even years ago. Big copper boilers and ancient testing equipment
each person. And, it makes you feel so good to see genuine are scattered all around. The guide explained to us how the
U.S.A. soil again.
gin is made and showed us samples of the ingredients used,
I would encourage anyone to travel. Whether to Europe, but no samples of the final product.
Asia , or Alabama, go places you haven't been. It gives you a
(continued on page five )

Tintagel, the Queen,&
"Cheerio" to Exeter

Will the Real SBA Candidates
Please ... Tell Us Your Names?

Dorry Martin, left, and Christy May are canG1da~s for Treasurer
and Secretary, respectively, of the Student Bar Association.
For the sake of quelling
growing
dissension
and
animffiity amongst the staff of
this newspaper, quieting the
ootraged sensibilities of two
noted female members of the
first
year
class,
and,

incidentally furthering accurate
and responsible journalism, the
Amicus is obliged to point out an
error on page three of the issue
eX February 16 in the article
presenting S.B.A. candidates'
platforms. Those in the law

school who can read, and who
read the last issue, may have
been observant enough to notice
that Ms.
Christy May's
photograph was placed above
Ms. Dorry Martin's platform ,
while Ms. Martin's likeness was
identified as that of Ms . May's .
In other words, the photographs
got screwed up.
Ms. May, who is currently
running unopposed for the office ·
of S.B.A. secretary, was the first
to be informed by the Editorial
Board of its error. Her reaction:
"Well, if I have to be Dorry, I
just hope she's not wearing that
antique bush jacket." Ms.
Martin, who is also currently
unopposed in seeking the
position of S.B.A. treasurer,
responded when told the worst, "
I just hope her smile wasn't too

much like Farrah's." When
apprised of Ms. May's remark,
Ms . Martin sweetly added,
"Well, I just hope she's wearing
some clothes."
Amicus Editor Brian Buckley,
whose passion for detail is noted
elsewhere in this paper ,
immediately launched an
intensive investigation to
determine
the
person
responsible for the error. Mr.
Buckley ' s remarks on- the
situation cannot be reprinted
here, but it is sufficient to
observe that the staff initially
hoped that the mistake could be
traced to a mix-up at the
printer 's . Unfortunately, a
cursory inspection of the layout
sheets showed that this was not
the case.
Indeed, it must be confessed
that the error was quickly traced
to the hands of the Executive
Editor
and
photograph
technician Andrew Thurman.
Mr. Thurman, in a rare moment
. (continued Oft page seven-)

The Supreme Court

DU.l.lUW~

Historical Society), and Gail
Galloway (Curatorial Director
at the Supreme Court).
'Mter meeting with the Chief
Justice, the society members
went on a tour of the Court with
court curator Gail Galloway.
Included in the tour was a view
of the spiral staircase from 't he
top of the stairs rather than from
the bottom as most tourists see
it, the justices dining room
which contains the Duncan
Phyfe table and chairs and an
18th century Massachusetts
secretary. Other rooms accessible to the Marshall-Wythe
group included the Court's oak
paneled library.
Prior to hearing more than an
hour of oral arguments in the
Courtroom on two separate
(continued on page seven)

BALSA Plans
Busy Spring
Schedule
Marshall-Wythe ' s BALSA
chapter has a full schedule for
March. A potluck dinner for
members and friends will be
Thursday, March 16 at 6 p.m. at
304 Stratford Hall Drive.
Minority recruitment programs
sponsored by the Admissions
Office are planned for Saturday,
March 18. The emphasis will be
on LSA T prepara tion and
undergraduate curricula.
College juniors are the target
group. BALSA members will be
present to
assist
Dean
Williamson and Ms. GallagherBabcock. Atty. Susan Perry will
visit Thursday, March 23 to
speak on the problems of
minority women and the law.
Other activities involving
BALSA members include a
reception for this year's
minority graduates and a
planning meeting for next fall.
Not counting purely social
functions, previous BALSA
programs are as follows:
election of officers and by-laws
revision, working at the polls in
support of the bond referendum,
attendance at Pioneer Club
banquet, participation in a
reception
for
minority
'undergraduates, discussion of
the
William
and
Mary
Mfirmative Action Program
with Assistant to the President,
Mr. Wesley Wilson, a talk by
Atty. Anita Henry on the
experience of minorities with the
Virginia State Bar Examination,
(continued on page five)
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Editorial

-Incompetent Lawyers
At a time when the number of applicants to law schools is
soaring, the Chief Justice of the United States has announced
that, in his view, up to fifty percent of the trial lawyers in this
country are not competent. This is a startling figure and,
.considering the nature of its source, a figure with which we
ought to be concerned. Whether the figure is accurate, in fact,
ought not to be our initial inquiry; the corner lies in the mere
assertton of the figure by the Chief Justice. IT the judges in
this country belileve that law schools are producing incompetent lawyer-s, that is a sufficient reason to examine the
nature of the law school experience vis-a-vis its effect on
competency in litigation.
As Chief Justice Burger has noted, law school is not the
ideal means to promote,good trial habits and techniq~. A
doctor, he said; learns his medical arts best in the hospital
and a lawyer ought to learn his in the courtroom. His concern
in this area is not so much for the legal community as for the
clients whom the legal commuruty ought to serve. What ·
people need is high quality legal counsel coupled with a
capacity to apply Ithat counsel in court, he said. Because the
requisite ability to practice in court is at best enhanced by law
school, and becaus.e law school's major concern is justifiably
not the competency of its graduates in trial work, law school
deans and faculties across the country ~ay properly duck
when the Chief Justice's finger points in their direction.
Indeed, the Chief Justice's remarks have recently been
delivered to the American Bar Association and it is there, it
would seem, that the finger ought really to point. It is the Bar
that establishes a great many of the rules and regulations
regarding who mayor may not work in the courtroom. It is
the Bar that requires most lawstudents to pass an exam prior.
to admission. TItis exam, enervating, cumbersome and
depressing, is not a sUfficient means, Burger remarked, to
assure competency. He heartily recommends that .a new
exam be established to screen incompetent lawyers before
they are allowed before federal courts.
Whether the American Bar Association realizes or agrees
that it is responsible, and there' is every indication that it
disagrees, it ought to move in the direction and along the path
initially illuminatJed by the Chief Justice. There ought to be
stricter standards for legal practice and law students ought to
be aware that neither graduation nor success on the Bar
exam is the proper benchmark for a competent trial attorney.

L.I&EL ~I6-HlT
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WHAT'j

FUN~'f A8ouT . us

?

Just Hearsay
Libel Nite is brought to you again this year at Phi Beta Kappa
Hall'ln Thursday, Maxcb 2, at 7 p.m. Be there.
.

Ride needed to Florida over spring break (preferably Tampa).
illing to share expenses, driving, etc. Call Doug MacPhersan at ~
064.

New hours have been announced for the Marshall-Wythe Libr~
for the Spring Break. The library will close at 5 p.m., March 3rd, and
will reopen at 8 a.m., March 6th. From March 6th to March 10th, t.J;te
library will open at 8 a.m. and close at 5 p.m. Normal hours. will
resume on March 12. Got it? Fruther, we are informed that construction will resumle during the break and those who find this in~olerable need only go to Camm.
BRI will conduct a post-plortem of the Bar Exam on March 13.
Professor Donaldsoo is currently making the arrangements.

Letters To ·T he Ed-itors
No Consideration
Dear Editors,

Ask me no questions and I'll
tell you no lies. It all comes down
to this; Moot CoW't Board
members do DOt get paid. The
precediDg conclusion is, after
much research, the ansWer to
the foDowing twenty questions.
1) Why did those persons who
had the foresight to enroll in
moot court last semester have
the benefit of a series of lectures, and outside speakers,
while those nnfortunately taking
moot court this semester have
had the negligible benefit of
three brief meetings.
2) Why was the tournament
problem duplicated in the
problems distributed this
.semester to those taking moot
court?
3) Why were this semester's
moot court team members informed that to shaie the contents. of their team brief with
those taking moot court -for
credit would constitute an honor
violation?
4) Why was the moot court
tournament open to all students
including those enrolled in moot
court having the Smith vs. New
Christian School problem?
5) Did their attendance constitute an honor violation?
6) Would any person that
taped the oral arguments .on
Saturday have committed an
honor violation?
7) Would any perSon that is
enrolled in moot court and too~
notes on ~uestions raised and
cases cited have committed an
honor violation?
8) What is t~e purpose of the
general rule in moot court that a
team may listen to the oral
• arguments of any other team
excepting those having the same
problem?
9) Why did the faculty advisor
neglect to read the problems
prior to distribUtion?
10) Why was no announcement
made
concerning , these
problems prior to the tournament, despite the fact that the
Dean and the faculty advisor
were made aware of them?
11) As a result of the
afOl"ementioned problems, are
those petitioners and respondents having the Smith problem
going to be graded more
. stringently?
lZ) H so, · what is to be the
standard?
13) Will there be differing
staDdards applied if yon merely
attended the tournament, took
notes, 01" bad the iDgeauity to ·
tape the oral argameats?
-14) Was there a concrete
ltenefit to be deriftd from atteadance at die touraameirt!
IS)Waim.'t tearnameut at-

tendance virtally mandated by
the lack of iDstructiaIL gWen tIIis
sem~
H) Are penIODS

earoIled in

moot court to be selectively
penalized as ' a result of the
dup6cate problems and su.
sequent events?
17) Why haven't those penIODS
responsible for moot court this
semester been available far
questiClllS on any sort of a
regular basis?
18) What - scheduling error
_ resulted in spring break being
included within respondent's
alloUed three weeks for brief
writing thereby effectively
precluding any SGrt of vacation
withont close access to a law
library?
1') Can taere

I»e an equitable

resoluuOO to these problems?
20) Wil" this or something
similar happen in the future as it
has in the Dast?
Sincerely,
A second year student

laws before yoo accuse lIS of
Daunting them, please. Z) What
else drove yoo from joumalism?

A "Brief" Memo

A Frustrated
. Journalist Replies ·
To the Editors,
As a non-smoking, chronically
dieting mother and first year
law student, I take exception to
your habitual lobbying for a
rescission of the library
JrOhibitions on smoking, eating
and drinking. As you frequently
point out, the library is crowded
and uncomfortable enough.
What makes you think the reintroduction of smoking, food
and drink would improve the
situation?
At home, as I attempt to study,
.I am constantly moving about
the house, seeking the one spot
free of the distractions of my.
smoking
husband
and
perpetually snacking children.
The library may not rate high as
a sanctuary, but it's the only
place I've got.
On another front, I am
disappointed to find you sharing
with all the other newspapers
I've ever known a lamenfable
proclivity
toward
self. righteousness. In fact, my
inability to participate in such
hypocrisy was among the
several factors that drove me
from a career in journalism to
the folly of law school. Is it
seemly, I ask, for you to suggest
a certain flouting of the canons
of honesty on the part of the
Dean while flouting the
copyright laws yourselves? I
refer, of course, bootlegged New
Yorker cartoons in your last
issue.
Sofar,yourfinestmomenthas
been the post-election party.
Yours,
Wonder Woman
Editor's reply:
1) Learn
something about the copyright ·

Dear Editor,
In response to the demands of
a modern society for the wellrounded lawyer, I would like to
point out how a New Jersey
colleague handled a particular
case. The following is a brief
"memo" the attorney left for his
personal files._.Students of your
first year claSs may take heart
from the '-memorandumespecially these straddied with a
tort problem in their legal
writing class. It is imperative
that you not disclose the source
of this- information{!) :
Respectfully submitted,

"MuffinMaIi"
IN AID OF TAYLOR
As counselor for John Taylor
and wife, I found after
voluminous research that the
case was more trouble than it
was worth. The case ~uired
"services beyond the normal
range of options available to a
general
practitioner.
Consequently, I arranged for
Taylor to execute a contract-or
rather a series of three,
unilateral contracts.
Not a week later, I visited
Taylor to collect on the now
performed contracts. Taylor,
more than glad to fulfil his
obligation, promptly drafted a
check in payment for the
services of Paralegal Aid, Inc.
(a family firm based in Atlantic
City, and operated by Uncle

Mario).

On further investiy,aum, \
found that later that day Taylor
read the newspaper for the first
time since his liWe mishap. Mrs.
Taylor was overjoyed, I
understand, when her husband
reported the rather bizarre
deaths of two federal agents and
<continued on page seven)
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Briefs of The Burg

r

Good Quality . . . .

We were involved in a somewhat unpleasant incident a
little while back involving a particularly obnoxious W&M
undergraduate and a law school basketball team upon which
we perform. To our great relief, (for the undergraduate was
twice as large as he was obnoxious), the incident was confined to verbal abuse between this orangutan and a friend and
teammate of ours. Naturally, due to the honing of his logical
and verbal skills provided by M-W, and the extreme density of
the opponent, our friend w~ the clear winner of this verbal
skirmish. However, in one of his few lucid moments, the
baboon's cousin made an observation about law students in
general that we thought was somewhat telling.
With some of the more colorful language reduced to black
and white to fit the chaste sensibilities of our readers, the gist
of the simian's remark was that law students are obnoxious
and ill-mannered pansies who do little except study, and
never associate with deserving undergraduates. We do not
feel that this comment is accurate; and even if it was, there
would be abundant good reason for not associating with the
particular undergraduate involved. Yet we feel somewhat
troubled by the remark because of the credence attached to it
by so many undergraduates.
_
It cannot be denied that almost all law students study a
great deal (even those who persistently claim not to). We
cannot feel that this is anything but justified considering the
nature of the education and the fact that most law students
developed at least some academic orientation in college. Nor
can we accept the contention that law students are pansies.
Many law students were notable athletes in their undergraduate days, and the law school teams dominate several
men's intramural sports. (the women, though provided less
opportunity, show equal skill.) Indeed, in this respect the
remark Seems little more than sour grapes.
However, we must admit that as a generalization, the
characterization of ourself and our fellows as ill-mannered
and insular brings to our breast the painful price of possible
truth.
We could, with little trouble, cite countless examples of
law students to whom the remark does not in the least apply.However, there can be no denyiIig that the sentiment expressed is shared by many undergraduate organizations.
In our continual quest, we have visited many sororities,
whose members waste little time in telling us that male law
students are generally disliked for either their emotional
alOQ[~

couWined willi

ph~ical

'~

C

''Sorry, Joe. '!'bey want to revise the plans for the new law
'I'bey want squash courts in the basement instead fI a library."

"Pro"-Football Petition
Supported By M W Students
(Editar's note: The foUcnring letter was circulated. as a petition by

second year stuilents T. Moorman. Fred Becker and John Rodgers. It
was sigaed by ewer 418 students and presented. to the College Board of

VisitGn last weekencl)

interest or tor their un-

Dear Board of Visitors,
President Graves and Fri~ of
William and Mary:
We, the undersigned students,
feel that the intercollegiate
football program at The College
fI William and Mary should be
cmtinued at its present standard
fI excellence. Although current
. opposition to the football
.... for a Fair Price
~ appears to be directed
We feel obliged to comment for a moment on anonymity, at the $36 mandatory athletic
which for a newspaper is often a problem . Elsewhere in this fee, we believe that the fee itseH
issue are two submissions to this paper, one a well-written is not the source of the problem.
(continued on page seven)
Rather, the problem lies with
those individuals who would
limit the well-rounded nature of
the collegiate experience
through the· destruction of the
football program.
We recently received a letter
rather bluntly, when anything is
A football team which plays
from a concerned student,
boring. Unfortunately, we have
games on a national scale
questioning the number of
long since ceased listening to his
garners national publicity for
editors on the Amicus staff. In
advice, since he is known to be
the school. Such publicity not
order to clarify any lingering
bored by almost everything. Mr.
to
increase
only
tends
confusion on this score, we felt
Thurman is also the only person
applications for enrollment and
the need to publish the following
on the staff who knows how to
thereby the qualifications of
list of the editors, with a short
reduce pictures to the proper
students accepted and entering,
explanation of their consize for publication. The quality
but also keeps alumni pride (and
of his work in this area has been
trlbutioos. We hope that this
pledges) strong. Indeed, it is a
listing will remove all doubts as
rest demonstrated in the last
fact that alumni giving is in
to our operation. Thank you.
several issues, in which he has
direct proportion to the
Brian L. Buckley - Editor.
managed to reduce otherwise
enthusiasm of the alumni toward
beautiful pictures of English
Without the services of Mr.
the football team of its alma
Buckley, the newspaper might
countryside to the size of
mater. And it would be a rare
cease to exist. It is Mr. Buckley
postage stamps. The insinuation
Saturday indeed when 15,000
that kicks up sufficient fuss
that Mr. Thurman's primary
people would come onto the
every two weeks to get everyone
interest in the paper is the use fI
campus of William and Mary to
out of their usual state of inertia.
the cot in the office for naps and
view Millington Hall. Yet, 15,000
He also contributes his obsession
other acti vities is wi thout
people do get to see our campus
for detail, which makes us a
foundation and unworthy of
when they come to watch a Tribe
quality· paper. He literally
mention.
football game. And it is surely
checks, r~ecks , and re-reTim Broas Managing
likely that many of the younger
checks everything he can get his
Editor. He manages, somehow. spectators will be so impressed
han~ on. Nobody can beat a
He also writes snappy, spacewith the school that they will
detail into the ground the way
consuming headlines so we don't someday apply ~Or entrance to
Brian can.
have to come up with more copy the College.
Andrew E . Thurman than is absolutely necessary.
Moreover, our heritage
Executive Editor. Mr. Thurman
John Rodgers Sports recognizes the importance of the
maintains the quality of the
Editor. Mr. Rodgers, for the development of a fit body as well
'Jlewspaper by letting us know,
(continued on page five)
. as a fit mind. In fact, these two

justified Cassanovian (is that a word? ) self images. When
identified as law students on the intramural playingfield ·we
are often met with sneers and abusive remarks.
At the risk of seeming chauvinistic, we would like to
observe that most law students are people of better than
average intellect and abilities . However, we would like to
suggest that that fact is neither an excuse or a justification for
snottiness.

The Secret of Success?
Diversified Editors·hips

goalS are not exClUSive out
complementary: the grade point
average of student athletes in
general and of football players in
particular
reveals
their
symbiotic nature, for they
coosistently are higher than the
overall student average.
. The eXperience one is to gain
from attending college should
not be limited to the classroom
and the college library. And it
seems that a majority of the
William and Mary students
recognize this. Approximately
5,000 students attended the
Norfolk State game in fierce 102
degree weather. Obviously ,
these students, who could easily
have gone to Virginia Beach for
the day, chose to watch a
football game. Indeed, a part of
the college experience should be
participation, either as a player
( r spectator, in intercollegiate
athletics. The $36 fee ·provides
admission to every home
football and basketball game at
the nominal cost of $2 per game
were the student to attend all the
games. But, if the fee were not
required and the students were
forced to pay for entrance into
the games, the result would
probably be a decrease in

~e~~::a::::t l~ sUi:a:

supportmg Ule t:ollege functions.
It is our firm opinion that this

result should not be allowed, for
it is through intercollegiate
athletics that students develop a
certain camaraderie and esprit
de corpS that brings them back
to college after graduation, Ulat
serves to bind them together as·
alumni throughout life, and
that
brings
in
alumni
contributions to ensure the
continued excellence-academic
and
extra-curricular-of
William and Mary. Moreover. it
seems to go unrecognized that
any optional fee would be w;ed to
cover admission to all sporting
events ; conversely, if one chose
not to elect the optional fee, he
would have to pay for admission
to any sporting event-not only
football and men's basketball,
but also gymnastics, women's
basketball, fencing , field
hockey.
If a reductjon in fees paid by
the student body is truly desired,
it is our belief that there are
other fees which are more
readily open to attack as being
unfair and benefiting only a
small portion of the student
body. Students are charged an
activities fee of $28 which goes
(continued on page five)
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ADVOCATUS
DIABOLI
By Raskolnikov
Many of you in the first year of your studies are, no doubt,
astonished and bedeviled by the obscure words and phrases in italics
that constantly impede your DaSSa2e through the case books. Often as
not the words purport to be in Latin. DO NOT BE FOOLED These
words are no more Latin than a blue-faced Celt. They do serve a
purpose, however, and that is twofold: 1) to cloak the profession in
sufficient mystery to confirm hapless clients in an appreciation of
their own wisdom in seeking the services of an attorney, and 2 ) to
afford the footpads and cutpurses of the publishing world the opportunity to waylay the tvrobefore he too is initiated into the
mysteries of the professional lexicon, known to the vulgar and persons of low taste a!5 " leEal mumbo-jumbo. "
Confronted with such a word or phrase what should one do if not
seek refuge behind the skirts of a dictionary? The answer is simple just gut it out. The determined and imaginative amateur etymologist
should have no problem with even the most intractable of phrases. To
show just how simple it is I have included a few examples that will
illustrate the technique.
FIERI FACIAS, WRIT OF: This is an easy one. Right away you
should see that spelling means nothing - it is only there to confuse
the literate. Thus: a writ of Fieri .Facias or Fiery Face at Common
Law was a writ issued by a lower court to express its shock, dismay
and disgust at being- overruled by a superior court judge who
everybody knows bought this appointment and probably drinks too
much. Also said of law students who are summarily disabused by
their Drofessors of the notion that they know anything at all .
.FERAE NATURAE: Another obvious one. This is roughly
equivalent to our contemporary expression "natural fairy" which is
more a state of existence than a crime nowadays but explains the
disfavor upon which theatre persons and inhabitants of 42nd St. were
regarded at Common Law. For an egregious example of the
vicissitudes levied upon such persons see the obscure Pierson v. Post,
3' CAINES 175 (N.Y. 1805) where a M. Fox was hunted down and
mortally wounded. (It is not clear if the perpetrators were not also
Ferae Naturae; if you catch my drift.)
CORPUS DELICTI: Originally this meant "delectable corpse"
and constituted the temptation for the heinous crime of necrophilia at
common law. See innuendo Pierson v. Post supra. The term has been
broadened in modern usage to include the living object of a law
student's desires (usually female, usually under-graduate and
preferably underage).
IN PARI DELICTO: "A delectable pair." This is·a common law
defense utilized by female persons to persuade the court that if, for
example, she was indeed the responsible agent of the cleavage in her
husband's skull, her own would more than compensate the state for
any loss it may have sustained tberebY.
MILLITER MANUS IMPOSUIT: This is a somewhat rare
common law crime roughly rendered by the accusation: "He posed
as a man who eats moles. " In early rural England, moles wer
inimicable to the interests of farmers ; thus some persons (usually
half-starved poets and other useless persons) in need of meat would
hire themselves out as mole eaters. Needless to say, to represent
oneself as a bona fide mole eater and then fail either to 1) develop a
sufficiently hearty appetite for moles or 2) devour sufficient moles to'
do anyone any good was a great crime punishable by death. Today it
. is no longer such a crime, and moles even have their defenders. See
ego NEPA V. Butz, Gibbons etal531 U.S. 1641.
NON COMPOS MENTIS: This plea at Common Law usually has
reference to some of the exotic grounds for appeals concocted by
lawyers who enjoyed the patronage of particularly munificent
clients. Upon presentation of such an argument, opposing counsel
would usually leap to his feet and claim that the other attorney suffered from Non Compos Mentis or "having his mind a Compost
heap. " The trial judge, usually in agreement, would quell the noise
with the command (oft reoeated): "Order in the court! !" <Order by
the way deriving from the French word "ordure" subsequently
.
corrupted so as not to offend Louisianans.
This state of Compos Mentis, by the way, is the sum source of
most of the problems posed in first year texts and the primary source
of their solutions. But one shQuld never forget that the thicker you
spread it the better the odds are that the idea will grow; be it weed or
flower; be you ambulance chaser or Supreme Court Justice.

Two M-W B-ball Teams
Advance To 1M Playoffs
by Pudd'n Head
Two of the eight law school
teams competing in men 's
intramural basketball will make
the annual play-off tournament,
scheduled for March 14-17 in
Blow Gym. ·Blackacre and
Lousewort, both playing out of
the tough "A" League, will
carry the honors for MarshallWythe into the sixteen-team
field,
Last
year
the
championship was won by a
predominantly M-W team, the
76'ers,
who have since
graduated: Blackacre finished
.. third'in-last year's ·toorney.

Those who saw last year's
tournament are aware of the
impact the fans have on these
games. Entire fraternities and
sororities attend and make life
uncomfortable
for
the
unsupported. If you can get over
to Blow Gym and support our
teams, you can be a factor in
keeping the title at M-W. Game
limes and results will be posted.
Blackacre and Lousewort
. represent opposite extremes in
basketball. Blackacre is a circus
of individual talent, more often
than not relying on the ·solo
~continued on' page five)
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but the logistics of obtaining,
processing ,
storing
and
distributing blood are complex •
and difficult. We hear a lot about
_ organ and tissue transplants,
but the research that made all of
this possible had its basis in the
ABO typing system for blood
transfusions. Blood was the first
organ or tissue to be transplanted.
The concept of taking blood
from one human and giving it to
another was simple and easy to
perform after anticoagulants
./
were discovered but was extremely dangerous until the ABO and minot typing systems
were developed. Today most all
of the blood used in the . U.S. is
processed by the American Red
Cross and controlled by the
American Association of Blood
Bank,s. Emphasis is placed on
volunteer donors of blood
because it is felt that blood from
paid donors carries a higher risk
of hepatitis <liver infection).
is person is Professor William F. Swindler. who recently received
There ·a re a few independent
be John Marshall Award for Excellence in Legal History from the
blood banks which use either,
upreme Court Historical Society. The presentation was made at the
and are not associated with the
upreme Court Building in Washington last Monday.
ARC or the AABB. The fees
charged recipients reflects the
expense involved in the.
processing.
I1.
Modern blood processing
makes the most efficient use
possible out of each unit (500 cc)
donated . The platelets are
(Editor's note: Last week the Amicus had the rare opportunity to
removed and used in patients
interview Lee Osborne, a candidate for the SBA's Director of Alumni
with leukemia , low platelet
Relations. Following is staff writer Alfie Omega's report.)
counts, and bleeding problems.
break. And perhaps, in the near
Alfie Omega (star reporter):
The red blood cells are removed
future, we can repay them in
from -the plasma bv cenWell, uh, tell us, Oz, uh, why do
kind, as a group, by generally
trifugation. The red blood cells
you want to be in the S.B.A.?
enhancing their reputations as
of very rare types are frozen,
Oz: Alfie, I'll tell ya. I still don't
M-W graduates as the reputation
and can be stored for
know what the S.B.A. does. All I
of Marshall-Wythe as an outdistribution to hospitals as the
do know is that they got an office
standing academic institution
need arises. Some of the RBC
up there on the second floor with
grows in the eyes of the legal
are washed several times to
a beautiful IBM typewriter in it,
profession.
remove white blood cells and
and I think they have some' say
Alfie Omega: Well, uh, gee Lee,
other plasma portions which
about the budgets of the various
are you thinking of going into might cause reactions in highly
law school organizations.
oolitics?
allergic -patients. The -plasma is
Alfie Omega: Well, uh, then why
Oz: Well, I'll tell ya, son. T' ain't
processed .and blood clotting
do you want to be Director of
no real trick to politics. It's a
factors are separated and can be
Alumni-ae Relations?
game, like poker. And, like
given to hemophiliacs and other
Oz: Now there's a good question,
poker, you almost always end up
patients who are deficient in
'cause I know even less about
playing for big stakes, and coagulants. The remaining
that. But if it's anything like it
sometimes you got to lose.
plasma is useful for patients who
sQunds, I'm interested because I
That's called compromise, if are low on serum proteins or
believe that the fact of
you're lucky. But there's two albumin. As you can see, one
graduation
and
physical
essential
ingredients
to unit of blood is stretched to fit
separation should not end one's
politicking. You got to have
the needs of many people. No
involvement with an academic
something worth wanting, and longer are people given whole
institution such as Marshallyou got to want something worth blood as a routine and no longer
Wythe.
having. And right now, I ain't do they receive components tfiey
We, as current M-W students
got nuttin' and I ain't rightly do not need. This has made
receive many benefits from Msure just what I wants.
giving blood products safer
W Alumni-ae involved in the
because each component has
profession of law. Some of these
different dangers for the
benefits are tangible, such as
recipient.
money donations to the school.
All components are tested for
Others are intangible, such as
syphyllis,
hepatitis, and rare
by
T.
Moorman
the inside good word in the
antibodies ABO and minor
search for a job, or the goodwill .
Those of you who have had . types, and RH factor. The ARC
and good reputation created in a
blood transfusions, or those of
and AABB have highly
firm or in an entir~ community
you who have had surgery and
sophisticated reference
by one (or more) person's
might have needed 'a tranlaboratories where even the
performance. '
sfusion, or those of you who have
most difficult typing and crossIn return, I feel that the
nev~r thought about it: did you
matching can be done as well as
students at M-W should mainever wonder where blood for
computerized records pintain good communications with
transfusions comes from? The
pointing the geographical
Alumni-ae to encourage them in
answer is simple: other people;
(continued on page five)
their efforts on our behalf and to
justify their judgments in our
Loquif<?r
favor. Most of all, we should
Sandwiches good enough to be
communicate to them that they
are still a part of the M-W
JUDGED SUPREME by any COURT
community in which they
received their initial legal
training.
This communication effort
becomes especially important
Call ahead:
during this transitional period
between the old and the new law
school building. It will require
an extra effo~ on ·our part to
encourage a sense of continuity
and a genuine feeling of
belonging to the · new M-W
community amongst returning
Alumni-ae. The transition for us
may be relatively easY and
gradual; in fact, long overdue!
.But for them-it will seem a elean

Who is This Person
nd What is he doi n
At the Law School?

"0Z Seeks Alumni

Relations Post

The Giving and
Selling of Blood

Res Ipso

Roast beef, turkey, Surry ham,
German sausa8e and cheese

220-0298

The
Cheese Shop

424 Prince George S1..
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Exeter Diary, .Cont'd.
<continued from page one)

We jumped a local bus back to Exeter. It never went over
about 70-kl per hour, and stopped at every opportunity: so we
got a very good chance to view the countryside, We arrived
around 8: 30 and went to the student center to ask my barmaid
friend if she knew of a place for the girl to stay. She rang a
friend of hers and found a room close by, so a French teacher
joined us to go search for the address.
July 23 . .. Got up a little late. The girl came by about ten and
we went to the train station to get her a ticketfor Bath. The
train didn't leave until 2:30, so I took her to the center of
town and showed her the cathedraL We said our good-byes
and I went to a used book store and bought a book of
lithographs that had caught my eye on a prior visit. It was
marked four pounds, but I got it for three.
Spent afternoon at the pool, slept some, and went to Col.
Saunder 's for dinner.
July 26 . . . W&M hosted a dinner for the French teachers. It
was another cold meaL The American professors didn't
show up, so the French instructors were offended and left.

Editorships,
Cont'd.

Taylor and the Queen: It was over before they knew it.

Most of the American students left also. The French were
not very pleased.
A group of us ended up at a place called the Jolly Porter.
It's a small tavern and once a week local singers and
musicians get together and perform songs that have been
handed down from generation to generation. Some of them

were very strange and forbidding. Others were real footstompers. AS the mugs went bottoms up the crowd began to
join in the singing. We gave it a go at learning the songs. The
evening went by much too fast.
Aug. 4 .. . Took first exam. Staggered out around 12 and
headed back to Cornwall House (the student center).
There was J. Spent the rest of the day catching up.
Aug. 5 . .. Took last exam and rushed back to my room to
finish packing. Went to the book store to ship my library
home. Cashed some travelers checks and galloped
downtown to see the Queen. People had been waiting for
hours. The place was wall-to-wall people. We had only
been there a short time when, zip, there went the Queen. It
was all over in a few seconds!
J. had money wired to Exeter but it hadn't arrived, and
we couldn't find any rooms for the night. We didn't have a
place to stay, yet we couldn't leave. Fina~y, after sit.ting ~n
the wall and waving good-bye to all my frIends as ~hel1' ~XlS
drove by, we decided to join the exodus at the tram s.tation.
We hadn't given much thought to where we would go flI'St, so
we more or less followed our noses to Wales. As we s~t on the
train I all of a sudden realized that it was all over and the
class of '77 was a memory.

Blood Sells, Conf'd.
location of necessary rare blood.
A 48 hour service of location,
cross-match, and delivery of
even the most rare blood is
possible after the alert has been
given.
The single most recurring
problem with blood processing is
that it's shelf life is short, and, at
present, is only 21 days. That
means that every 21 days all the
blood reserves in our country
must be 100 percent replaced
(excluding the relatively sm'a ll
amount that is frozen).
Replacement comes from
people like you, and it would
help if every time the Bloodmobile comes around you would
donate. The technique will take
~approxiniately 30 -minutes. A

nurse will take your blood
pressure, take your temperature, ask some pertinent
medical questions and check
your blood level. IT you are
accepted, a needle will be inSerted in one of your arm veins
and approximately 500cc of
blood will be removed. The loss
of this much blood will not hurt
you as the average healthy adUlt
has at least 600-800 cc more
blood than he needs.
IT you are rejected it will be
because you are or have an
illness which may pass through
your blood. Don'tfeel bad; try to
get your friends to donate for
yo~. If you have had hepatitis,
you will not be able to donate,
but you can help by recruiting
donors.

W&M Football
Petition, Cont'd.

<continued from page three)
good of the' school, forces
(continued from page three)
himself to abandon' his studies to
keep track of law school sporting
mainly toward publications, the
events. He is also noted for
largest of which is the Colonial
knowing more stories about the
Echo. Although all students are
SMU mascot than any other
assessed for the book, only 4,000
person in the civilized world.
books were ordered last year for
Tom Horn - Photography
the 6,000 students enrolled. Thus,
over 2,000 students were denied
Editor. An extensive search of
a yearbook.
the law school resulted in the
selection of Mr. Horn as the only
A general auxiliary fee is paid
possible choice for this position.
by every student at the rate of
He was the o~y one, of several
$41 a year, which goes mainly to
candidates for the job, who,
support the bus runs for the
after one hour at a law school
students living in detached
function , still knew the back of a
College housing such as JBT.
camera from the front.
The overwhelming majority of
•
students graduate without ever
Barbara Lindemuth
- ConUSing the buses, yet each student
tributing Editor. No one really
pays for their use.
knows who this person is or what
In short, there are many
precisely she does. Her name
inequities in the payment of fees ,
and' position are retained from
as there are many inequities
issue to issue in the fear that if
that students will experience
she should stop doing whatever
throughout life. It is our belief
it is she does, the paper would
that the $~ fee to support the
fall apart. It is also thought best,
in light of current thinking in
Washington on college funding,
to keep the name of at least one
woman on the editorial staff.
Carrol Kinsey - Copy Editor.
'Mr. Kinsey spends much time
every two weeks at the printer
reading copy in search of
printing errors. Those people
who think that this is an easy
task evidently do not realize how
few members of the staff know
how to spell their own names
without a dictionary. To say
nothing of the difficulty of
wading through columns by
Raskolnikov and puzzles by
George Neuberger:
(continued from page fO\1l")
W,S. Fields - Oenolgy Editor.
abilities of Bruce Gerrity, Jeff
Mr. Fields, as many of you
Milam ,. David Robbins, Wes
already suspect, is the rein- , Hepp1er, Kevin Brunick, or Rich
carnation of the famous W.C. of
Pickard to score. Mike Soberick,
the same name. In consideration
meanwhile, has connected on
of his background, he was
more improbable shots than one
chosen as the person responsible
could believe. Ken Geroe is in
for reporting on spirits. To fulfill
nominal charge of this crew.
this duty, and without any
Lousewort, on the other hand,
thought for himself, he bravely
is synonymous with teamwork.
drinks himself into oblivion
Fine individual talents such as
every two weeks.
Stu Tenhoor, Mike Stuart, John
John Nolan and Billy Macali
Tilhou , Jay Basham, Mike
- various positions. These two
Bauman, Manny Holmes, and
gentleman really must be
Gary Marshall have blended
'discussed together. Both have
together and play teamball in
.served admirably in several
the fashion of the world
positions over the past year. It is
champion Trailblazers.
difficult, if not impossible, to
B()th of these teams are
think of them other than as a
considered potential champions
team. There is a very good
by knowledgeable observers.
reason for this. Although it is not
generally know, they were born
Siamese twins. Joined together
(continued from page one)
at the head at birth, the
a meeting with Dean Spong on
operation which separated them
the employment policies of
left both slightly demented.
Marshall-Wythe, a report on
Steps are being taken to rejoin
sources of financial aid, a
them in the belief that they will
presentation of the Law Students
become
balanced. We wish
Civil Rights Research Council
them well in this endeavor.
convention
and
summer
internships, and a report on the
After the blood you donate is
relationship between BALSA
tested you may be contacted as
and the SBA. BALSA's advisor is
having a special type and placed
Prof. Madison.
on a register for that type, or you
may be told you had a positive
test for hepatitis. If told the
"Double Jeopardy-To Be
latter you might want to see
Black and Female" is the topic
your personal physician for a
ri a panel discussion organized
check-up.
by BALSA for March 23, 1978 at 2
Remember - a good blood
p.m. in the Sitting Bull Room,
reserve depends on people to
Student Center. The panel will
give blood. Help if you ~.
be exploring the peculiar
position of black women as
victims of both racism and
AMICUS CURIAE QUOTE OF
sexism, dealing with the
TIlE FORTNIGHT: "What did
parallels between racism and
you say when she said, 'No, it's
sexism
and between the
far too short'?" . . . Brian
women's movement and the
Buckley, Editor of the Amicus,
black civil rights movement.
responding to an undergraduate
These are the panelists:
who dared to challenge Mr.
Atty. Susan Perry, graduate of
Buckley's integrity.
Rutgers Law School and, active

-

(continued from page four)
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football and basketball program
is not so inequitable as to be
subject to attack. It is in fact a

small price to pay for the
significant benefits that the
College and student body in
general derive from these
intercollegiate sports . We
therefore strongly urge that the
$36 mandatory fee requirement
be continued, and increased as
the inflationary trend in
American society continues, just
as tuition and other costs of
education will increase. We also
urge that the unrealistic and
inflexible gools such as the 1974
stand to eliminate mandatory
fees should not be assumed to
reflect the opinion of future
generations at William and
Mary.
Claude T. Moorman, II
John F. Rodgers
Fred R. Becker, Jr.

Clothing
and

Accessories
For All
O,ccasions
, Ste~fiantlSquaIt
, Mon.~SJ!t '<j;~$~39

MW B-ball Teams, .Cont'd
There are six other teams
completing tbeir regular season
schedules for whom there will be
no shot at the pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow. They have
played with varying skill and
success, but have invariably
enjoyed it.
Most prominent of these is the
Supreme Court "B," a balanced
and talented team, that only
missed the play-offs by one
game.
Competing with moderate
success were Negligence, Crisp
Briefs, The Force, and Uncle
John's Band .
.Supreme Court "A'.' did not
WID a game, but unlike many
other hapless teams, showed up
for all of them.

BALSA Schedule, Con'd.
In
Rutgers Women's Law
Society, Board of Directors
member, Annual Conference o(
Women and the Law, Lawyers
Committee of Civil Rights,
Washington, D.C.; Will discuss
the black woman and the law;
Phyllis Boones, Associate
Professor of AfroAmerlcan
, History and Women's Studies, .
Virginia
State
College,
Petersburg, Va ., will discuss the
historic development of racism
and sexism;
Phyllis Mason, women's
movement activist; Convenor,
National Black Feminist
Organization, Richmond, Va.;
and
.
Bessida White, women's
movement activist, M-W law
student, convenor, National
Black ' Feminist Organization,
Richmond, will discuss black
feminism generally and the
issues of the black feminist
movement.
Joyce Robinson, M-W law
student, will moderate the panel.
A question' and answer period
. 'will-follow.
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Role of Judicial
Poetry: An Artful
SBA Pres'i dent
Council: Dubious
I
Demands Student Vote Andb~::nf:m:::ething Reflection on Futi ity
,In Library Planning
<Edit4rs BOte: The foIIowing two letters were sent by SBA President
Spoag. St"'eot in.Ouence, it seems, is not dead.)

TIID RoDea to Dean

William B. Spoog, Esq.
Dean
M.arsball-Wytbe School of Law
College of William and ' Mary
Williamsburg. VIrginia 23185

Dear Dean Spong:
This letter will serVe to advise you of the causes of the students' .
dissatisfactiOll over the COOStructiOll of the Reference Librarian's
new office in 'be reading roOm of the Marsban-Wytbe Library. Since
it is too late to stop this coostruction, I ask that you please take
whatever steps tOIl can to alleviate the problem of reduced study
space. I ~ that you charge the Lilrary Committee with
develclping a seating plan designed to arrange our furniture in such a
manner as to mai:-e the most effective use of the study areas that
remain.
Our discoDtent is focused 011 two primary issues. First, we believe
that the needs of the student body for access to the library outweigh
by far the utility of. moving the Reference Librarian's office to the
first floer. 1beI"e is much substance to the ABA's criticism of our
liIrary's seating capacity. The passage of the bond issue has
removed the sword of disaccreditation that was hanging over our
heads; however, the problem of space remains, and the new office
can oo1y make it worse.
SecODd, as SBA President, I am extremely disappointed that the
administratiao would ccmmit itself to taking such an action without ,
~ting the students' elected representatives. A decision to construct additional office space within the ,library at the expense of
student seating is clearly a maUer of policy, and not one of routine
administratiOll; as such, it should have been referred to the Library
Committee in order to infOl"M us of the· development and to afford us
the opportlmity to express our opinions through our representative.
Alternatively, the SBA should have been consulted directly. Inst~d,
we have been presented with a fait accompli, and have been deprived
of any chance to inake student input at a meaningful stage of the
planning . The administration should have foreseen a strongly adverse student reactiao to the COOStructiOll of the new office. The fact
that such a respODSe was predictable raises a strong suspicion in the
minds of 'the students that these plans were deliberately concealed
from us in order to avoid our opposition to them.
I can fully understand your statement that you did not expect that
the new office would consume as large a portion of the reading room
as it does. However, that assertiao serves,as a further justification
for the propositiOll that instead of acting unilaterally, the administratiOll should have referred the maUer to the Library Committee. The plans for the new office could have been examined, its
effect on the students anticipated, and the alternative uses of the
space (office or study area) could have been balanced by the Committee hefore a decisiao was made.
,
The administratiOll, knowing the importance of the library space
issue to the students, was under an affirmative duty to notify us and
to consider our opinioos, We were entitled to expect that no such
actioo would he taken outside the law school's committee structure.
Our representatioo OIl faculty committees such as the Library
Committee will be rendered meaningless if the administration adopts
the p-actice of bypassing them OIl important issues.
The renovatioos to the library have now begun and cannot be
reversed. However, two issues remain to be settled First, the administration should realize that, in the future, proper channels should
he followed, and that student opinion should be sought out and considered before decisioos which will affect the student body so
drastically are made. Second, the new office has been eliminated, by
our estimate, twelve to fifteen seats from the library at a time when
they are most sorely needed, namely at the beginning of the first year
Legal Wri1ing assignments. Steps must be taken to provide for the
maximum utilization of ' the remaining available seating in the
library. The Student Bar Association will make all efforts possible to
work with the faculty and administration in confronting this problem,
if our participatiao is wanted.

Hon. William B. Spong, Jr.

Very truly yours,
James A. Ronca
President

Dean

Marshall-Wythe School of Law
College of William and Mary
W~~, Va. ~I~

Dear Dean Spoog,

I have my copy of your letter of February 3 to President Fischer,
in which you requested that he call a meeting of the Library ~m
mittee for the purpose of discussing the effect of the new construction
in the Law Library on student use of that facility.
The members of. the SBA are most grateful to you. for your
prompt actiao in response to our concern over this issue. We are
confident that the mutual efforts of the students, faculty, and administration will produce a solution to the problem that will prove
beneficial to the entire Law School -Community.
Very truly yours,
James A Ronca
President

diff
t
by Lee Osborne
eren. . .
'Ibis article is not cute, nor is it
completely
welling forth from an intensely
As I was looking through the
charged state of mind, an amMarshall- Wythe telephone
especially informative, but
biguous summation of the
directory, I noticed a list of
perhaps you will $tiIl read it. I
conflicting forces holding sway· ,
members of 'various student
have found that law sch~ is
over my insignificant existence.
lrganizations, and I was struck ' conducive to extreme emotional
In some ways this makes me a
by such a waste of much great , states which punctuate the
talent, especially in the judicial
relentless grind, the tedium, the prisoner of words, a fugitive
council. It's reaI.ly a shame that
frustration. the challenge. I ~ from life.
'Ibis poem is my first effort at:
these extremely talented people
·not a poet by temperament; I
free
verse. (I have always
have very little to do. I mean, all
write solely by inspiration.
they have to do is to ~ three 'Poetry for me is a verbal release preferred words that rhyme). It
is personal, intentional, honest,
electioos in a year, OCC8SlonaIIy
of things my life does not fully
coostrue the SBA constitution, . express, an articulate organ and perhaps, relevant.
and sit in judgment when an
HWtshes Were
hooor code case arises. There
has 'not been an honor code case
I wish that I were young again,
in over two years.
(Not yet burdened with a vision of purpose
Clearly, there is a need to keep
Not yet resigned to what life isn't and won't be)the judicial council busier, and I
A young boy, perhaps, curious, yet cautious,
think this could best be
Always testing, feeling for the edge,
accomplished by engrafting a
Trying to find the limits new function onto the council;
Able to brazenly blaspheme with impunity,
specifically, the council should
,
Imbued with an aura of innocence;
become actively involved in
Willing to wonder why and wander where,
ferreting out h·o nor code
To fmd out how, not Imowingwhat.
violations. They could operate in
the manner of the Spanish
I wish that I were YOImg againInquisition. This ~ould have
A self emerging, from without, within,
several advantages; nobody
·Brashly bold in defiance of all timidity,
would expect the Spanish
Which saps the strength and confidence Inquisition"for one thing. Also,
A temerous assertion of a glorious self
by using the weapons of fear
Imagined, yet to be . . .
surprise, ruthless efficiency,
Yet not to be without within
and a fanatical devotion to the
'( For there the heart beats swiftly
Pope, it would not he long until
And the blood rushes and the mind races on) ,
the honor code would get the
Marking the measures and changing the times.
respect due it.
Of course, we cannot call it the . I wish that I were young again
A soul alone, and often lonesome Spanish Inquisition, because
Aware of being someone else (Yet not quite sure how much, or whom)
that's been done befor~.
Filled with dreams and expectations,
1berefore, when the judicial
Yearning, striving for sensations;
council acts in this new function,
Reaching out for wishing love,
it should call itself a . special
Testing tales of stars above and moonlight shining on romancegrandjury; that's also been USed
The sacred rite; The pagan dance .hefore, but it has more
Caring deeply for a moment,
honorable roots in American
While woiting inlpo.ticotly for the next.
society.
One final implication of this
I am, you know.
increased role of the judiciary,
I was not then, and thought I'd never be.
which implication I haven't
And yet, as I grow old in fact,
thought out yet, could be to call
I see myself more child than ever -.:
itself the Federal Judicial
Curious, yet cautious still,
Council, and in this capacity
Acting out my inner visions within the limitations from without,
they could usurp many of the
Which I am willing to accept, or can't refuse, or won'tgovernmental functions of both
And even more I find myself alone,
the SBA and even ' the
And lonesome,
administration. Even farther,
And feeling sad.
just imagine, they might be able
Lee Osborne
to decree busing between
Aloo,2-3-78
Marshall-Wythe and other law
schools in Virginia or in D.C.
To all U.Va. basketball fans:
What a truly salutory effect this
Would you like your team to
would have on the education of
continue its winning ways? To.
fortunate-law students involved
insure continuous success, you
in such a program!! ! !!
all better make sure that I don't
P .S. Recent information has
start hetting on them, and to so
come across my desk to the
insure, I suggest you all send me
effect that there is voluntary
$5.00
apiece , quickly. That
movement in this direction, In
should cover what I lost on the
that Professor Johnson is bused
Wake Forrest game. Send it to
in from Hicbmond , and
M.F.D. , coo The White House,
Professor Rothwacks is bused in
1105
Lafayette
St. ,
from Washington. Good to see
Williamsburg, Va. Make out
that this is a progressive law
,checks to cash, plea~ .
school.

For The Bes t !

ATlA Presents:
The Second Annual
Criminal law Seminar

238 Second Street
220-2281

Topic
Va.'s New Capital
Punishment Act
March 16, Moot Ct. Room
7:30 P.M.

416 Prince George Street
229-6385

:.-
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The Grapes
of Zinfandel
by W.S. Fields
The most widely planted
varietal grape in California is
the Zinfandel, which can be
found in every growing region ~
the state. The grape is unique to
california and is used in the
production of red wine and
occasionally rose.
The origin of the Zinfandel
grape is still unclear. It is
specula~ed that the grape may
have been brought back from
Europe, along with a number ~
other cuttings, by Count Agoston
Haraszthy in 1862, though this
has never been substantiated. In
any event, it is definitely a
variety of Vitis vinifera, the
premium European wine grape
and while once believed to be
related to the Austrian ZierfandIer grape, current studies
tend to relate it to Italian grape
varieties from Puglia and
Tuscany.

The styles of Zinfandel made
in California vary to such a
degree that it is possible to
select one to satisfy any taste
preference. The better quality
ones are the light, soft reds of
medium body. Though rather .
fruity and considered by experts
to be undistinguished., they are
considerably better than the
usual vin ordinaire, or jug
wines.
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(continued from page three)
.and imaginative indictment of this semester's Moot Court
program, and the other a condemnation of the Editorial
Board's stand on the library regulations which includes some
telling points concerning the editors' honesty, hypocrisy, and
attitudes.
The latter is the second letter the paper· has received
concerning the library regulations which supports the new
·rules and disagrees with the paper. Judging by this response,
it is possible that most students, contrary to the editors'
suspicions, support the new rules. If that is indeed the case,
the Editorial Board would be obliged to alter its posture.
Furthermore, as an editor ourself, we are troubled by
'remarks concerning our honesty, hypocrisy, and attitude!
particularly when they are as cogently presented and substantiated as in this case.
Regretably, we would find ourselves Jrustrated :in any
attempt to solicit further response or investigate the specific
allegations concerning Moot Court. Also, readers who agree
,or disagree with the positions taken are forced into the
cumbersome position of having to carryon a bi-weekly fortnightly correspondence in the newspaper if they wish to
comment. And all of this is because the authors of these
pieces have chosen to remain anonymous.
Now the editors may perhaps legitimately be accused of
The gracious lady pletuHd allove. PDP graduate of the year hypocrisy and dishonesty, but they cannot be accused, as
Elizabeth Carder, recently received "a small gift" from her sOII}e can; of lack of courage or conviction. Those who are
estranged fiance. Amicus Editor Brian Buckley. Carder remarked responsible for editorial opinions are identified in the Staff
that "things are looking better antt'better."
Box. Likewise, anyone who has the wit to study writing styles
or the curiosity to ask an editor can find out who authors the
paper's unsigned columns.
We would suggest that, not only as a matter of politeness,
Supreme Court. Once on the
(continued from page one)
but
as
a matter of fairness to the editors and the readers, any
road, a stop was made in
cases, partiCipants of the trip
Fredericksburg for dinner and opinions which are either possibly controversial or involve
browsed the basement of the
personalities that are worth publicly uttering, are worth
refreshments.
Court looking at photographs
standing behind.
and oil paintings of America's
justices and chief justices,
displays of newspaper clippings
(continued from page 2)
Thurman elaborated in a more
and the newly arranged car(continued from page 1)
one private securl.t y officer
toons depicting many aspects of
when their guns jammed and
c:i humility and hope, promptly serious vein: "I am very sorry
the Court. Also on display were
exploded (while in the course of
cifered his resignation to Mr. tms happened, first of all
the Phi Beta Kappa key and
duty) - and all in separate Buckley. Unfortunately for all because I know both Christy and
pocket watch of the late Chief
instances .. .
concerned, Mr. Buckley did not Dorry and like them, so it is
Justice Charles Evans Hughes.
Neighbors report that Mrs. accept Mr. Thurman's gesture. personally embarrassing. More
The key and pocket watch were
When asked to comment on his to the point, they are both
Taylor slept soundly that night.
loaned to the Supreme Court by
Meanwhile, the legal w,orld alleged incompetence. Mr. running for important dfices in
Elizabeth Hughes Gossett. Mrs.
should· be "pleased" to learn Thurman said, "You bore a signif"lcant organization so 1
Gossett is the late Chief Justice
me
and they all look am troubled at the thought that
that (as fate would have it), I
Hughes' daughter and is
the'
same
to me anyway." my error could cause confusion
will t:epresent plaintiffs for the
presently National President of
(This reporter assumes that Mr. in the campaign."
decedents of the police officers
the Supreme Court Historical
Ms. Martin is running for
Thurman's reference is to
in a products liability action
Society.
women.) This, in turn, prompted treasurer and Ms. May for
against the manufacturers of
After completing the busy
a gesture by Mr. Buckley which Secretary in the SBA election to
Police Specials, Inc., a Polish
itinerary, a gro!lP picture was
Mr. Thurman likewise found be held on Thursday, March 2,
firm based in New York.
taken on the steps of the
unacceptable. However, Mr. 1978.
J.M.L.
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SUpreme Court, Cont'd
I

Memo,· Cont'd
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Most Zinfandels are best after
they have been aged a while,
though they are capable of being
consumed directly off the shelf.
Some of the more popular
brands include Paul Masson,
Christian
Brothers,
and
Almaden. Gallo also offers a
Zinfandel which is quite good
and relatively inexpensive.

Ca·n didate' Names, Conf'd

Ken Yo Rite? \
IWork for us.
I

.--t
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'Defendant is Sente.nced:to
months, and ,in li4ht of Justice ·Burger's 'r~marks about·
... .
.- trlallaw .. defense counsel is sentenc·e d ·to -twettt -five
'

.,

. ..

Amicus Curiae

Life at Marshall-W the

Hands Up! A group of first year students recently formed a traffic
control club and intend to replace the football stadium traffic light
with their more efficient system.

Titters and Totems: These law students find it a'musing to intimidate
local snowmen. The last laugh was on the students. however. when
Old Man Winter dropped 2 inches of snow only three days before
Sarin., Rr_k..

Some Jaw profeuors do more than walk.

'Ibis first-year law student dropped out of school for awhile following
the pesting of grades and the selection for law review. "Law school."
she said. "is. inter alia. for the birds."

'

'

Some Don't.

As a result of student protests.
have
to
allow students to smoke. eat and drink in the law library. Seen pictured here is Sue Welch, who. in addition to cataloging. for the
library. has. the combination-to the smoking raom: '

